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Setting suitable challenges 

Teachers should set high expectations for every pupil. They should plan stretching work 
for pupils whose attainment is significantly above the expected standard. They have an 
even greater obligation to plan lessons for pupils who have low levels of prior attainment 
or come from disadvantaged backgrounds. Teachers should use appropriate 
assessment to set targets which are deliberately ambitious. 

Responding to pupils’ needs and overcoming potential barriers for individuals and 
groups of pupils 

Teachers should take account of their duties under equal opportunities legislation that 
covers race, disability, sex, religion or belief, sexual orientation, pregnancy and 
maternity, and gender reassignment. 

Note: Age is a protected characteristic under the Equality Act 2010 but it is not 
applicable to schools in relation to education or (as far as relating to those under the 
age of 18) the provision of services; it is a relevant protected characteristic in relation to 
the provision of services or employment (so when thinking about staff). Marriage and 
civil partnership are also a protected characteristic but only in relation to employment. 

A wide range of pupils have special educational needs, many of whom also have 
disabilities. Lessons should be planned to ensure that there are no barriers to every 
pupil achieving. In many cases, such planning will mean that these pupils will be able to 
study the full national curriculum. The special educational needs and disability code of 
practice includes advice on approaches to identification of need which can support this. 
A minority of pupils will need access to specialist equipment and different approaches. 
The SEN and disability code of practice is clear about what should be done to meet 
their needs. 

With the right teaching, that recognises their individual needs, many disabled pupils 
may have little need for additional resources beyond the aids which they use as part of 
their daily life. Teachers must plan lessons so that these pupils can study every national 
curriculum subject. Potential areas of difficulty should be identified and addressed at the 
outset of work. 

Teachers must also take account of the needs of pupils whose first language is not 
English. Monitoring of progress should take account of the pupil’s age, length of time in 
this country, previous educational experience and ability in other languages. 

The ability of pupils for whom English is an additional language to take part in the 
national curriculum may be in advance of their communication skills in English. 
Teachers should plan teaching opportunities to help pupils develop their English and 
should aim to provide the support pupils need to take part in all subjects. 
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